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A r/o VM will not ensure you stay compliant if new vulnerabilities are discovered. You will have to add patches? 
Correct. A read-only VM basically means that you your admins don't change anything without proper process 
involved (ideally). Running regular compliance checks is still pretty important. We just ensure that what you 
develop and ensure is compliant in terms of an image, isn't modified when you initially put it in production. It's a 
good point, thanks! 
 
Are Mirantis and Trove alternatives to each other? 
Mirantis is an OpenStack company. One of the projects they're involved in is Murano, an application catalog service 
that exposes the ability to select application stacks in the Horizon OpenStack dashboard and quickly deploy them. 
Trove is only a Database as a Service offering. When we integrated Oracle DB into Murano, it exposed the ability to 
create pluggable databases to a backend container database running Oracle Multitenant. It's similar functionality, 
but from a database point of view, Trove is a lot more featureful. 
 
Is it possible for instance to move database to another S11 container if we having patching issues compliancy on 
the source containers? 
Yes, with live migration. 
 
No live migration concern only ldom .. when I want to make compliant the container .. I think 
Oracle Solaris Kernel Zones now support live migration. If you have those database instances in a standard native 
zone, then obviously you're a little stuck. Not sure if this answers your question? If you had the native zone within 
an LDOM, you could live migrate too. 
 
Oracle Solaris Kernel Zones now support live migration. That is what I wanted to know .. same behavior like Live 
migration previously available with LDOM I suppose? 
Yes, they are similar features. 
 
What are the advantages or inconvenient to host a DB between a DB hosted by a container or a DB hosted by a 
ldom? 
From a live migration point of view, LDOMs and Kernel Zones are similar (KZs don't support live migration when 
running within an LDOM atm). LDOMs are obviously SPARC specific, taking advantage of the on-chip virtualization. 
We've typically thought of LDOMs as partitioning technology that might be a good way to represent your 
organizational structures. It will obviously depend on your environment and what's best for you. 
 
What are data centre resources? 
Data center resources can typically be described as a combination of compute, network and storage resources. For 
an IaaS cloud, you typically want a virtual machine (VM) with some storage that's hooked up into an existing 
network. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
What is the need of Virtual servers in Web apps? 
Virtual servers or virtual machines are a good way to secure and isolate different services (including web apps) on a 
system. Solaris uses Oracle Solaris Zones as the OS 'container-like' virtualization technology. They provide 
completely isolated environments with low virtualization overhead. 
 
When will Solaris 11.3 GA be released? 
Ahh, we can't tell you the exact date unfortunately but you can expect it to be out in the last quarter of this year. 
 
How can VM'S get security breach? 
With the security model and architecture we've put in place, it would basically rely on a bug in the kernel to break 
out of a non-global zone into the global zone. We haven't had one to date, and we've been using zones in 
production since 2005. With the new Oracle Solaris Kernel Zones, even if you break out, you break out into an 
immutable environment. Darren has a good blog entry about this here: 
https://blogs.oracle.com/darren/entry/overview_of_solaris_kernel_zones. Immutable Zones are a great way to 
lock down a zone even further with a variety of read-only policies. In practice, they're very, very secure! 
 
Anyone had a try at installing Oracle Solaris 11.3? 
We'd really be interested in hearing your experiences, good and bad. We've put a lot of engineering effort into a lot 
of different areas, ensuring that we're meeting your needs in your data center. What problems are you seeing in 
your data centers today? 
 
Do you know if LDOMs can be live-migrated if they contain running kernel zones? This was a limitation in Solaris 
11.2, not sure if it is fixed in 11.3. 
Yes, we still have this limitation unfortunately and we're actively working on this. Now at least we have live 
migration for Kernel Zones with 11.3, so we're getting better! 
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